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About This Content

Ancient Empires Lux takes you through all the great early civilizations of mankind. Ancient Egypt, India, China, Greece,
Rome, and more are yours for the taking.

The game has a total of 58 ancient nations for you to control. You can play as just the strongest, or work cleverly to achieve
victory from the humblest of starts. Hours and hours of fun are yours to be had in Ancient Empires Lux.

Ancient Empires Lux is a DLC expansion campaign for Lux Delux.
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I don't know why, but i really enjoyed this game.. My biggest complaint is that the hit boxes are too big, leading to me going to
screens I wasn't aiming for, and accidentally triggering things I hadn't even intended. I guess that's why it's only a few dollars..
This is a fun and interesting little game. I like the simplicity of it, and it isn't overly difficult to play for someone who has
worked in Mass Media like myself, and has encountered such censorship issues in the real world (yes this kind of stuff does
happen). For someone who has no clue about censorship or political agendas this might be daunting or confusing. But I
personally think it is fun to tinker with and comical at times. It fills an interesting little niche which hasn't really been touched in
the gaming world yet. Kind of like a turn based strategy game where your keeping your nation from falling apart, (or causing it
to fall apart) but instead of moving troops around on some map, you are printing articles and deciding how to promote your
paper - and that has an impact.. I was given a key to review this game, and while I appreciate it being free; I would have bought
this none the less! Beautiful graphics. Simple, but immersive gameplay. Very creative characters! Oh, and one more thing....
SKY PIRATES! :D Not graphically demanding, either. A must buy!. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775
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he goes through time in this one. Amazing game I've enjoyed with friends for hours.. As someone who grew up with these
games, I can tell you three things

1-These games are not very high tech or rich story wise
2-These games are old
3-These games are very simple

But sometimes a game being old, or even feeling a bit outdated isn't necessarily a problem with games. Big Money Delux is a
fun time waster puzzle game that has 3 modes that give you different mindsets and are equally fun in their own ways to provide
entertainment

1-Action-Click as many matching color coins as fast as possible before the grid overflows and go for a high score while
collecting the required money bags
2-Strategy-Get the money bags but choose your matches carefully as each move makes you mint new coins and if you don't pay
attention you can overfill the grid quickly
3-Puzzle-You try to clear enough of the coins in an order that can bring the minimum number of money bags to the bottom

These might not seem like groundbreaking concepts, but they are executed well and are easy to understand, yet hard to master if
you really want to go for a high score

Don't get me wrong, this game isn't the next big thing (this game came out around 2004 or 2003 if I remember correctly, and I
played this video game as a kid) but what I can tell you is Popcap (who's unfortunately owned by EA these days after being
bought out) ): knew what they were doing when creating simple, fun and addictive (and visually appealing) games

And while this game might be a bit outdated, the fun factor still holds up, and for only 5 bucks, you get some simple fun and a
nice flashback to a simpler time for computer games. Not worth the price tag in it's current state, I've seen games for 5 dollars
that had a lot more going on.

It's "decent" enough but it needs more castable chickens, absolute deal breaker there aren't any poultry available to hire for
scenes. Very immersive and freaky so far. More to report as I get deeper in to it.. Ended my game after 2 hours because it said
that I didn't have a unit from The Forgotten expansion.

Thanks ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s. Way to try and milk more money from your ♥♥♥♥♥♥ DLC practices.. 0 keys/10
would definitely retreat because of no key again.
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